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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a finite extension of Q, , the field ofp-adic numbers. Let L/M be a 
galois extension. Local class field theory studies the cokernei of the norm 
map XL ,K: L * - K*. Let A, , A, be the ring of integers of L, R and let 
U(L), U(K) be the group of units of A,, A,. The most diffcult part of the 
determination of iVL!&*) is the determination of the image (or cokernei) 
of ivL .p: U(L) + U(K). This map can also be viewed as follows. Let ,;? be 
the multiplicative group. Then G,,,(A,) = L’(L), G,,( = CT(K) and the 
map iVLIK is: 1V,!K(2c) = sum of all the conjugates of x i ,,W. 
The following generalization is now natural and also interesring for various 
reasons (cf., [7, Section 41). Let G be an arbitrary commutative group 
scheme over 8, . Define Norm(x) = sum in G(AL) of all the conjugates of I?‘, 
for s E G(d,). Problem. Determine the cokernel of Norm: 6(ALj + C2js-Y). 
As in the case of C&L an important step is to calculate the cokernel of the 
induced map I!?(,+!,) + e(;2,) where G is the formal completion of G; e is a 
formal group over d, . 
In the following we study the cokernel of Norm: F(-dL) -F’(A,) where 
F is a one-dimensional formal group over A, . In case the height ofF is equal 
to 1 the answer is up to a twist given by local class field theory (cf., [7]). 
Important is the fact that Norm:P(A,$ -F(A,Q?) is s-urjective if height 
(F) = 1, where L.,,. f K,,. is the maximal unramified extension of L, K. The 
picture changes drastically as soon as height (3’) > 1. It is then not true in 
general that Norm (F(L)) = F(K) if L/K . is a finite galois extension and the 
residue field of K is algebraica!ly ciosed. 
* ‘&hile the research for this paper was done the aurtor stayed a: the Steklov 
Imtitute of Mathematics in ItIosco~~- (1969/1970) and he was supported by Z.W.C., 
the Netherlands Organization for the advancement of Pure Researci:. 
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The main part of this paper is devoted to the precise determination of the 
cokernel of F(L) + F(K) for one special class of extensions L/K. We take 
K = Q, , the p-adic numbers. Let L, be the,extension of Q, obtained by 
adjoining all p’-th roots of unity. Gal(L,/Q9) ‘v U(Q,) N d x Z, where d is 
the torsion subroup of U(Q,). Let K, be the invariant field ofL3. Gal(K,/Q,)= 
Z p , i.e., KJQ, is a r-extension. Let K,n be the invariant field of 
plL Gal(K,/Q,). We determine Im(F(K,) +F(Q,)), where F is any formal 
group over Z, of height (F) > 2. 
The results and proofs turn out to be generalizable to some extent (cf., [3]). 
The motivation to study precisely r-extensions came from [7]. 
It remains for me to thank the reviewer who thoroughly criticized an earlier 
version of this note. 
2. GENERALITIES ON FORMAL GROUPS 
2.1. Some Notations and Definitions 
K will always denote a local field of characteristic 0 and residue charac- 
teristic p > 0; A, is its ring of integers; nK is a uniformizing element and zig 
is the normalized exponential valuation on K (i.e., z+(~~) = 1); 9JlK is the 
maximal ideal of A, . 
A one dimensional formal group over A, is a formal power series in two 
variables over 8, of the form 
F(X, I’) = X + Y + f aijXi Yj, afjE&, (2.1.1) 
iA=1 
which satisfies 
F(X, F( Y, 2)) = F(F(X, Y), Z). (2.1.2) 
All formal groups considered in this paper will be one dimensional. A one 
dimensional formal group over il, is automatically commutative; i.e., it 
satisfies F(X, Y) = F(Y, X) (cf. [4]). 
2.2. Points and Norm Maps 
Let L be a finite extension of K. One can use a formal group over -4, to 
define an abelian group structure on the set 9J1, . In fact one simply sets 
x +F y = F(JG Y>, X,YEW,. (2.2.1) 
(The series F(x, y) converges in !JJ& .) This group is denoted F(L). If 
x, y E !I&’ =xz 7rTLf& ) f = 1, 2: . . . . then s +F;s E !NLf. The group F(t) 
therefore has a natural filtration by subgroups F(L) where the underlying set 
GfFf(L) is 7rL’-ii . 
Because F(X, Y) E X + I’ mod(degree 2), cf. (2.1. i), we have 
Ff(L)/Ff’l(L) CT i+, (22.2) 
where iA is the underlying additive group of the residue field I of L. 
Sow let L] ‘R be a galois extension with galois group G = Gal(L,‘K) = 
{q ,.,I, ~~2. \Ve define a norm map F-Norm: F(L) -F(K) by the formula 
(The F-sum of the conjugates of .1; is in K because it is invariant under G.) 
EXAMPLES. If F = G, , the additive group, given bl e;,(X, 4-) = -Y - I-, 
then F(L) = ‘53L, (with its original additive group structure) and F(K) = 9JI,\C .
The norm map, GO-Norm, is equal to TrL iK , the trace map. 
IfF = G,, , the multiplicative group given byG,,{X, 17) = X + 1- + X!-, 
then F(L) = CZr, the group of units congruent to 1 mod rL of -4, . The 
norm map, G,,-Norm, becomes the ordinary norm map iY,iL1 4 CT,? under 
the isomorphisms F(L) T ULl and F(U) r; CFJLi. 
2.3. Height of a Formnl Group 
Let F be a formal group over -4, . We define inductivei> 
F&y, , X2) = F(X, ) X&, F:,+&q ,...’ s,,;Lj 
= F(F,(Xl ) ..,, X2,)> A-rE+llj )... . (2.3.1) 
ecause F is associative and commutative, one has that F(X1 i...r XT) = 
q&l, ,..., XCcn,) for every permutation of (1, 2,..., nj. 
Letp be the residue characteristic of A, . One defines [p],(X) as [$lF(Jr) = 
F*(X, X ,..., X). We consider [p]JX) mod rK ~ There are two possibilitks 
(cf., [I, 41). 
(i) There exists a number h EN such that [p]J;Y) ES g(Xph) mod xg 
whereg(Z) = b,Z f b,Z’ + ... is a power series over -q, with 5, E,F+ C mod ‘TT~  
Tbe number F? = h(F) is called the height of F. 
(ii) [plF(X) - 0 mod zg ~ In this case one defines 12 = QF), the height 
of-F, as h = 73. 
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2.4. Lemma on F-Norm 
Let F, be a formal group over A, . If M is a monomial in Xi ,... , X, , 
e.g., nd = X2 ... X2, we define 
T@J) = ql . . . XT,” + ql . . . q-qp + . . . + xp:” . . . XL1 . 
We write Vi(X) for X,i ... X,ai. Using these notations one has the following. 
LEMMA 2.4.1. 
F,(-% ,..., X,) = Tr(X,) + f a&V(X) + 2 aM Tr(M), 
i=l M 
where ai , a,\, E A, , and M YWIS through a set of monomials of total degree > 2 
which are not of the form Ni(X). If moreover n = p, the residue characteristic 
of K, then vK(ai) > 1 unless i = kphpl, k = 1, 2,..., andv,(aJ = 0 ;fi = pn-l, 
where h is the height of F. (If h = CCI, v(ai) >, 1 for all i ifp = n.) 
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that F(X, Y) E X + Y 
mod (degree 2) and the fact thatF(X, ,..., X,) is invariant under permutations 
of the Xi ,..., X, . The second part of the lemma follows from the first part 
and (2.3), because substituting X for the Xi in Tr(M) results in something 
~0 mod p if M is not of the form Ni(X). Q.E.D. 
Now let L/K be a cyclic galois extension of degree ?z. Let Tr,,, and IV,,, 
denote the trace and norm maps. We write NLIK(x) for (Nr,,&x)i. From the 
definition of F-Norm and (2.4.1) one then immediately obtains the following. 
COROLLARP 2.4.2. 
F-Norm,/,(x) = TrLIK(x) + f aiNiIK(x) mod Tr,!,(.v”AJ 
i=l 
fop all x EF(L). If n = p one has the same statements on the valuations of the 
ai as in (2.4.1). 
3. UNRAMIFIED AND TAMELY RAMIFIED EXTENSIONS 
In the case of an unramified or tamely ramified extension L/K, the image 
of F-Norm: F(L) + F(K) is very easy to calculate. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L/K be a tamely ram$ied galois extension, thelz 
F-Norm: F(L) -F(K) is szujective. 
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PYOG~. First suppose that L/K is unramified. F-Norm maps r”“(L) into 
F”(K) and for every ,\’ E F(K) of valuation UK(y) = s, there exists an x E F”(L) 
such that 
F-Norm(x) = 3’ mod. 
Indeed, according to (2.2. I j and (2.2.3) we have 
F-Norm,:K(x) = TrL,K(s) mod(&?j, 
and it thus suffices to select an x EF(L) such that TrL!&xj = 1’ which can 
be done because L/K is unramified. It follows that the induced map F”(L) - 
F~(K),/FsLr(K) is surjectire and this proves the proposition in this case 
according to Lemma (3.2) below. 
Nom let L,iK be totally and tamely ramified. Because Gal(L/K) is cyclic of 
order prime to p (cf. [g], Chapter IV? Section 2]), it s&ices to treat tamely 
and totally ramified extensions of prime degree i, (i, p) = 1. For such exten- 
sions one has 
where [s/J] denotes the entier of s,‘l. (cf. [S, Chapter T’, Section 31,) It follows 
that for every s E I’d there exists a number t,$ such that 
(ij i,5 > 5, 
(ii) qJTrL.‘K(.x)) > s if uL(s) > t, , 
(iii) EK(TrL&x)j = s if vL(x) = t, . 
It follows from this and (2.4.2) that 
if vi;(x) = t, , z E ,Iz, . Using this, (2.2.23 and (iii) above we see that the 
induced map F$L) -* FS(K)/F”‘l(K) . 1s surjective, which proves the proposi- 
tion in this case. 
Finaliv let L,IK be tamely ramified. The extension Lik’ can be decomposed 
into a tower K CL,, CL, where L,,,;:K is unramified and L/L.,,. is totally and 
tamely ramified. As F-Norm,:, = F-NormLU,.K F-Nor-m, L,, me are 
through. Q.E.D. 
For completeness sake we state the lemma which was used twice in the 
proof above, and which we shall use a few more times in the sections below- 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A and B be abelialz groups filtered by subpm..s 
-4 = A, 3 A, 3 B = B, 3 B, 3 ... such that 9 = iim Lq/A?,z , a& iii; B, = {O>. - 
Let ZI: A + B be a honzomo~plzistn and suppose that tlwe exist imAkes tl < I.) < 
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such that u(&) C Bi and u: A,, + BJB,,, is szcrjective for all i = 1, 2,... . 
Then u: A +- k is surJ’ectiz?e. 
Proof. Very easy, cf., e.g., [8, Chapter V, Section 1, Lemma 21. 
4. T&E CYCLOTOMIC II-EXTENSION 
A r-extension of a field K is an (infinite) galois extension K,/K such that 
Gal(K,/K) ‘u Z, , the p-adic integers. 
4.1. Tlze CJxlotomic T-Extension of Q, 
Let Q, be the field of p-adic numbers. Adjoin to Q, all pr-th roots of unity, 
for all T. The result is a totally ramified abelian extension L,/Q, of galois 
group isomorphic to Lr(Q,). Let d be the torsion subgroup of U(Q,). If 
p > 2, this is the subgroup of the (p - I)-st roots of unity; if p = 2 this is 
the subgroup (1, - l}. Let K, be the invariant field of d. Then KJQ?, is a 
r-extension (associated to the prime p). VJ ie shall call this extension the 
cyclotomic r-extension of Q, . Let K, be the invariant field of the closed 
subgroup p” Gal(K,jQ,). We obtain a tower of totally ramified extensions of 
degree p ... -K,+, - K, - ..’ - Kz - Kl - Q, = K. 
Another way to construct this r-extension of K = Q, for p > 2 is as 
follows. Let f(X) = X” + pX; Let f cm)(X) be the m-th iterate off(X), i.e., 
f on)(X) = f(+l)( f (X)), f(s)(X) = X. Let (LT).n+l (the (n + I)-st Lubin- 
Tate extension of K; cf. [6] or (21) be th e extension generated by any root 
h,+l of f(n+l)(X), which is not a root off en)(X). The extension (LT),+,/K is 
galois and totally ramified; the galois group is isomorphic to ~r(Q,)/Ui”+‘(Q,). 
(Cf. [6] or [2]; U(Q,) = units ofZ,; W(Q,) = (U E U(Q,) [ u E 1 modpn)). 
The action of u E U(Q,) is given by X,,, E+ [u],(X,+,), where [u],(X) is the 
unique power series such that [ulp(X) = uX mod (degree 2) and [ulp 0 f = 
f 0 [ulp. Let 5 be a (p - I)-st root of unity, then l&(X) = <X, because 
(<X)p + p([X) = c(Xfl + pX). The element p-Ln = A,:‘;: is therefore invariant 
under the action of d. The extension (JTz QP(pn)/QP is the cyclotomic 
r-extension of Q, . (If p = 2 one obtains in this way the whole extension 
UQs .) 
4.2. The Number m(L/K) 
Let L/K, be a totally ramified extension of degree p. Then there exists a 
certain number m(L/K) E N such that 
Tr,,Jrr,td,) = ~~~-4~ where r = H(m(LIK) + I)(P - 1) + G-/PI 
(4.2.1) 
(cf. [8, Chapter IV, Section 21). 
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It is not difficult to find equations for the iLn defined in (4.1). Indeed, ;r;e 
can choose XI , A, y... inductively such that X~7, - pX,,,L = A, ) !E 3 I, 
A:-‘- = -p. 5Ve have hdn = A:;:; it follows that x0 = -p and that 
X(X + p)“-’ - ,pa-l (4.3.1) 
is the minimai polynomial of ,u~ over k-,-r . (Kate that ,pn is a u~iformizing 
element of K,% .) 
Let 272, = m(Kn,/Kn-,), FZ = 1, 2 ,... . One finds by exphcit calculations 
from Eq. (43.1) above that 
Trnd~.,) = -(a? - 111% 
Tr n,n-l~PnZ) = !P - l)P’P (4.4 I) 
Tr,:,-,(&-‘) = (- l)“-l(p - 2) p”-r, 
(We have written Tr,;,-, for Trx,.R,_l). Comparing this with (4.2.L) one 
finds that 
112 ,1= 1 f p + . . . + p.!-I* j&Q) 
In the sections below we shall need to know something about TrCz n-i(~,1’;, 
especiaily in the case that K is a multiple of :D. 
Tr,:,-l(pyc) s 0 modpi-,p”, c = 1, 2 ,..: :p -. 1; k = 0, 1, 2,%.,, 
TI-,,,,-~(~~) 3 p~i+~ mod &Iip’, k = :, 2,... S 
A-mf. The formulas (4.4.1) b a ove take care of the cases k = Ot 
c = f, IL..., p - l. We have the relation 
Applying Tr, Cn--l and using (4.4.1) we see that 
Trz&plzn) = p,~,-, mod(pg), (45.2) 
To prove the lemma for Kp f c > p, multiply rhe r&ion (4.5.1) with 
(I;-UP-e 
sP”Ln and use induction. 
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5. SOME PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS 
In this and the following Sections 6, 7, K = K, = Q, , and 
. . . - A-, - . . . _ Kl - K 
is the tower of extensions constructed in 4.1, K, = K.,-l(pn). If p > 2, 
Un K, is the cyclotomic r-extension: if p = 2, Un KJK has galois group 
isomorphic to U(QJ ~2, x (1, -l}. We write F-Norm,lk or Normnil, for 
F-NormKn lK, and !Vnlfz for lVKnlK, . Further nK n =vnrAK =A,. n 
LEMMA 5.1. Let s E Ft(K,n). Then 
v,-i(Norm,,,,-i(.v) > mMP-‘((m, + l)(P - 1) + t)l,pW. 
Proof. It follows from (2.4.2) that 
a,-,(Norm,+,(a) 3 min([p-‘((Tiz, + l)(p - 1) + t)], a,-,(q) + ti>. 
Because ~,-~(a~~-~) = 0, we can omit ~,-,(a~) + ti for i > p”-l without 
changing the minimum. If 1 < i < ph-i, then p / ai , and ~,-,(a~) + ti 3 
Zf t+cl>ipc(l(“n + l)(p - 1) + t), because VZ, = 1 + p + ... + p+l 
I, I* Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5.1 shows that the numbers [p-‘((m, + l)(p - 1) + t)], ph-lt are 
probably important in the determination of Norm,,,(F(K,)). 
5.2. The Fzlnctions a,!,(t) and Lnjk(t) 
We define inductively 
u,,n(t) = t, %/a(t) = %+lik(%:k+l(t)), 
w+&) = min{[P-l((m, + l)(P - 1) + t>l, PW. 
It is also convenient to define 
(5.2.1) 
4&> = W((f% + l)(P - 1) + t)l, 
&,+-1(t) = ph-9, 
(5.2.2) 
and 
~n~7c(t) = -1 if 4:k-l(u,,7c(t)) < uk,&u,~k(t)) 
= h - 1 if u$k-l(unls(t)) > aElk-,(u,,,(t)). (5.2.3) 
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It foIlows immediately from the definitions that if k < II 
0, :dt> = minC4+l;L(on ,~~(t))~ ok1 r,(~,,ir,,l!t)))~ (524j 
The function L nlk(t) indicates whether it is the value of o~,~~-~ or &-r which 
determines ~,~:~-r(t), or in other words whether in the step from K, to Kk-, 
(having started in K, with an element of valuation t)? it is Tr,,,-l(Norm,!,(xj) 
or X$‘&(Norm, ,(x)) f or which the lower bound on the vahtation is sharpest. 
EEMMA 5.3. 
Norm (F’(K .)) C FGi,i.o(i’f Y). ,I ‘0 I! \’ 
This foollows immediatel!y from (52.1) and Lemma 5.1 
We nom proceed to calculate the functions ~,~,~(t)~ In case h = 1) the 
functions ~,:.~(t) are determined by the Herbrand functions #K,:h(~). Indeed 
#K -(s) Ilk < t < +a, .‘K(~ + 1) is equivalent to (rlt&t) = s + 1. IL 
LEMlUA 5.4. 
t,,,(t) = -1 H t > (P“ - l)/(p” - I). 
Progf. t,;,,(f) = --I is equivalent to at:.,_,{t) < ci~~,+r(i); i.e., L, n(tj = 
-1 ii 9 
‘iP((l + p t ... + p-1 + l)(p - 1) f f)] < JFrt 
op-'((i f p + ... -t p,~-1 + l)(p - 1) + t) < ph--lt + (p - 1)/p 
++(P ?I - I) + (p - 1) + 5 < pt + (p -- I) 
c3 t g3 (p” - l)/jp” - I). 
s >, (p” - I)i’(p” - I). 
elite 
Using (5.4), (5.5) and (4.2) it is not difficult to calcu!ate a,,:,(t) for large 
enough t. We find the following. 
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P”-1 ,<r<p’-l 
P”T \p--l 
--+ o,:,(t) = n 
pi2 - 1 
----+kp”<t&$ 
P--l 
+ (k + 1)~” + q&t) = ?z + k + 1. 
Letj,(t) be the number of indices k = n, n - l,..., 2, 1 such that ~,!~(t) = 
h - 1. In view of (5.5) we havej,(t) = s 3 1 t) ~,,~(t) = lz - l,...,~nln.+Ll(t) = 
h - 1, Lnin-&) = -l,..., Ln&) = --I. 
LEMMA 5.7. 
d t < pn-ts-nh - pcs-lb-(s-m 
p" - 1 ' 
Proof. The second formula follows from (5.4) and (5.5). As to the first: 
&(t) = s 3 1 wps(J-,-l)t < (mnn-s+l + l)(p - 1) fp(s-mh-9 
P 1 
and p(s+lHh-l)t > 
C 
(?1Z,-, + l)(p - 1) +pso-l)t 
P 
(Use (5.5) and the fact that t&t’) = -1 if ~~,~(t”) = -1 and t’ > t” (cf. 
(5.4)) and pmo-l)t > (T n.i.n-m(t).) The same calculations as in (5.4) now 
prove (5.7). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. TV&e JZ = llz + I’, with 1 < I’ < h. Then we have 
1 <t+ + o,,o(t) = n - 1, 
p’-l <t<pr+h-l+u ,&)=n-z+1, 
P-1 ’ p-1 n, 
P r+kh _ 1 Pr+hJ’+A - l 
P-1 
<t< 
P---l 
+u,,&) =n-Z+k+l, 
k = 0, l,..., I - 1, 
p” - 1 
P-1 
<t<ph-l ,p+p+P”un;,(t)=ncl, 
PTA - 1 
p--l + kp” < t < ps f (k + 1)~” -ju,,&)=n+k+l, 
k = 1, 2,... . 
These formulas are also true if h = m; take I = 0; 1’ = P!. 
COROI.iARY 5.10. 
F-Norm,!,(F(K,)) C F”fi(K)i 
rolzeve 0: i( = ?2 - [(1z - 1)/h]. 
5.1 I. Pmof of Proposition 5.8 
Let j,(t) = s 3 I. Then according to (5.7) 
Fm-ther 
We have L n-S!+S(on,n-S(~)) = -1 (because j,n(t) = .ij and we can therefore 
now calculate on-S ,0(~ nln-s(t)) = u,,‘,,(t) by means of Lemma 5.6. The resuk is 
p-sh _ ps-sh 
$1 - 1 
< t < p”-“h _ pn-sh 
’ ’ 
P--l 
+ On.lo(t) = n - 5 (5.ii.lj 
and 
pn--sh _ y-sh. 
P 
n+l&-sh 
<t< 
- Ps-l--sh+iL~ 
p-l p” - 1 
+o,;o(i)=~z-s+l. (5.11.2) 
&cause k 2 1, we have that 0 < $Fsh ,( 1 for all s = 6, 1. 2,... ~ I; f~llm-s 
that 
t > prl-sh _ ps-sh 
I 
Pi1--Bh - 1 << t 
p-1 - p-1 I 
Now put the formulas (511.2) and (5.11.1) for s = 1, 2;..., ? Together (note 
that s = 1 I 1 gives nothing if IZ = 2A + hj; use (5.11,3j and combine this 
with the result of (5.6). The result is Proposition 5.8. 
6. STITEMENT 0~ THE THEOREM AND OrrTLmE OF TSE faoo~ 
THEOREM 6.1. Let F be a formal group oaer Z, . Let 
. . . - k; - K,-, - ~. ~ - -J;;; -- R = 
be the trxoer of extensions constmcted in Section 4. (If j!~ > 2, un K, is the 
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cyclotomic .Cextensiotz of Q,: if p = 2 it is a slightly larger abelian totally 
ramiJed extension). Let h = h(F) > 2. Then we have (n > 1) 
F-Norm .,dWGN = F”“(K), 
where 01, is equal to QI, = n - [(n - 1)/h]. 
Renzark 6.2. The theorem is also true for h = co; (n - 1)/h = 0. 
6.3. Proof of Theorem 6.1 in case h = cn. For each s 3 n, let 
t, = (P’” - l)/(p - 1) + (s - n)p”. 
It is not difficult to calculate unik(t,) and unlp(ts + 1) for k = n - 1, 
n - 2,..., 2, 1,O. One finds 
u,&) = (P” - l)l(P - 1) + (s - n)p” + (12 - h)p” 
for R > 1 and u,/,-,(tJ = s 
(6.3.1) 
u,lk(h + 1) = (P” - l)/(P - 1) + (s - n)p” + (n - k)p7i + 1 
for K 3 1 and unlO(ts + 1) = s + 1. 
It is now easy to check that 
4?4-1(~,~&)) < &&n,&)>. 
It follows from this, (2.4.2) and (6.3.1) that the induced map 
(6.3.2) 
(t ) Norm, ,?-i . Fun/k S (Kk)/Fun/k(tS)+l I” . (&) -F”n/n-l(fr)(~~_l)/Fun/~-l(ts)+l(~IE-l) 
(6.3.3) 
is equal to the map 
Tr : $7i/k(~s)L~ 0 kjb-1 76 
/.pn,Lk)+1~q6 - nk,“l 
72 k 
,n-l(f,) 4 
L 
/ rr,,n.-l(t,)+l~ 
k-l/ rp-1 - p-1. 
This last map is surjective because 
(6.3.4) 
&k--lb?dts) + 1) = 4,s1(%,7&s)) + 1, 
and K,/&, is totally ramified (cf. 4.2.1). It follows from this and the fact 
that (6.3.3) and (6.3.4) are the same maps that the map 
Norm,,, : Fh(Q --f Fun,o(t~)(K)iFun:~(t~)+l(K) (6.3.5) 
is surjective. In view of Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 5.10 this concludes the 
proof in case h = co because a,,,o(t,) = n = 01, if h = OZI. 
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6.4. Idea cf the proof of Theorem 6.1 in case h < a. .A firs: step in the proof 
of Theorem 6.1 is to show that for every s 3 V. - [(E - 1)/A] there exists 
a t, , and an element x, E rrllA4, such that v,(Norm,~,(x,)) = S. For s 3 ?z one 
can take I, = (p” - l)/(p - 1) + (S - nip” (cf. (6.3.)). Let I = [(z - lj,‘h]. 
For I: - 1 .<, s < n a natural choice oft,< is 
Thenj,(t,) = n - s (cf. (5.7)). It is easy to calculate o&L,) for K = E - I, 
II - 2,...: 1, 0. The result is 
As in (4.3) it is useful to calculate also o.nlp(ts + 1). Because h > 1, also 
j,Ji, + !) = n - S. Let OL~.~~(~,) be defined by 
iy,,:k(:,cj = (~2 - m)(h - l), for n 2 m 3 s, 
L&t,) = (12 - sj(h - 1) - (s - m), for S 3 HZ 3 z - (11 - s)h, (6. 
cu,/p(ts: = 0, for n - (ll - s)h > liZ 2 0. 
One then has 
G, Jt, + 1) = G,!k(t ) A s + J+,zz(tS! (6.44) 
(In all these calculations the simple fact c~:~-~(Y~>) = r T pfCP1, ii > 2 is very 
usefull, It fol!ows immediately from nzp = (1 + p + ..~ + p”-“)). 
A convenient picture of un+(tg) and a,,,Jts + 1) is sketched below. 
According to Lemma 6.5, to calculate Norm, ik(x) mod z$n/kCtaL1), where 
.x has valuation a,(x) = t, , we can disregard for all WZ> where n 2 nz 3 K 
all terms of Norm, !,,(x) of which the valuation falls lbelow the lower line in 
the picture above. In Section 7 below we shall show that in fact for x E 7;,2-aL,iI 
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I,/,(t,)=h-1 l,/,(t,l=h-1 I,/,(t,i=-1 ln,klt,)= -1 
and for x E n-&A, 
Norm,,k-l(x) = Tr,,,-,(x) mod ~~;-l(fsfl) if v,(x) = ~,,~(f) 
and s > k > 0. (6.4.6) 
LEivnw 6.5. Let t > t’ > 1, ollzlK(t) = s, omlr(t’) = s’. If x, J’ E rr&&,, 
v,(x) = t, v,(y) = t’, thm 
Norm,,,(x + y) = Norm,)&x) mod &. 
Proof. Because A, is complete and (2.1.1), (2.2.1), there is an y’ E &4, 
such that x + y = x +F y’. Now 
Norm,!,(x +F y’) = Norm,&) +F Norm,Ay’). 
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Because um.‘&f’) = s’, Norm,,, &y’) = 0 mod ni’- Another aprseaI to (2.1.1) 
concludes the proof. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let F, K, : h, (Y, be as in Theorein 6.1. .Pr, this section we 
take the un<fomizing element z-?, qf K, equd to pn . Then 7,Sor- me,y s > a,$ = 
m - [(m - 1)/h], there is a t, such that 
(ij F-Korm nj,, maps FIs(iC,,) into Fs(K). 
(ii) F-Norm,,, maps F”n/~(ts+1)(K7J into F”-‘(K) ior all 0 < k < n. 
(iii) The induced map 
FtqK,) -FyIqF+yK) 
Z;- surjectitve. 
Aool; Let n = 112 + r, 1 < r < h. For s > n take 
t, = (prL - l)/(p - 1) + (s - n)P”. 
For n - i < s < n take t, = (pn-(n-s)h - 1)/(-p - 1). Parts (i) and (ii) of 
the proposition then follow from (6.4.2)-(6.4.4). For s > n (iii) folIows from 
(6.3) (the proof for h = CO) and (6.5). Now let n - I < s < n. We shall 
first establish (6.4.5) and (6.4.6). 
Let n 2 j > s. To prove (6.4.5) we must show that 
Ul);.j-l(Un ;j(ts)) > 0nij-l(tJ) + pan'Jm"id'y (7.12) 
.rj-l(at) + ius,j(ts) > u,:j-l(t,J + p-lftJ, if N, i + pa-;, (7.1-2) 
where ai , i = 1, 2,... are the coefficients appearing in formula (24.2) for 
F-Norm. 
Nom 
&-l(%.‘j(ts)) = [ 
(IlZj + l)(p - I) + p!n-j)(h-1) tS7 
P i 
un,j-ljts) + pmpi.'j-l(tJ = * n--J 
( '+l)(h-1) . p'L-("-s)7L - 1 ~ pjn-j+lj(h-lj 
P--l 
=P h+sh-jh+j-2 + . . . + p(bj+3(k+l)il + 2p(n-&ii(ir-1) 
< pj-1 
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becausej-I >((h+sh-jjh+j-2)+1 (asjasfl). This proves 
(7.1.1). If i is not a multiple of @-l, Vj-r(ai) + i. t > ~~~~-,(t) for all t E N, 
this proves (7.1.2) for those i #$-I, which are not a multiple of pk-l. 
Finally if i > 2ph-l, then 
zlj-l(Ui) + iU,/j(ts) 3 p”ck-l’U,,j(t,) 
3 2pk-1~,,j(t,) 2 p”%,,j(t,) + p”-l .pWcfJ 
= p”-lu,,j(t,) + pan!+l(fJ 
because unlj(t,) 3 pacliCts). This proves (7.1.2). 
To prove (6.4.6) we must show that (cf., (2.4.2)) for s 3 j > 0 
ujl!j-l(“n !jCts)> t u,,~-~(~J + p”nlj-l(ta), (7.1.3) 
vj-l(a,) + i * t, 2 an/j-l(ts) +pa+y i = 1, 2, 3 ,...) (7.1.4) 
Uy!j-l(2U,/j(ts)) > U,/j-l(ts) + pafi’j-l(ts)o (7.15) 
First let s aj > n - (n - s)lz. Then c~,,~(tJ > 0 and p divides u&t,) 
(cf. (6.4.2)). It follows that 
uiO/~-1(2unlj(fs)> = un/i-l(ts) +P-lunlj(ts). 
As ~,,,~(t,) 3 panli(tJ, and ~~,,~-r(t~) = anjj(t,) - 1, this proves (7.1.5) for 
s >,j > 12 - (~z - s)h. If n - (7~ - s)h >j > 0, then unij(tS) > p and 
hence 
ujlj-1(2unij(ts)) 3 uj!j-l(“n!j(ts)) + 1 
= U,/j-l(t,) + 1 = U,,jPl(ts) +p”n/j-l(fs). 
This proves (7.1.5). As to (7.1.4), let i be not divisible by p”-l. Then 
~~-~(a~) > 9j-l and we have 
[ 
(7nj + l)(p - 1) + 2t 
P I 
< (1% + l)(P - 1) + 2t 
P 
= pj-l + 9 + 4 <pi-l + it < v;-,(q) + it 
provided p > 2 and t > p. If p = 2 then 
[ 
bj + l)(P - 1) + 2 
P 1 = 2j-l + t < ujpl(ui) + it 
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for all t 3 1. As G,,,~(~J 3 p for all s >j > 0 this shows that (7.1.5) implies 
(7,1.4) for those i which are not divisible by p&-r. If i is divisible by @-I 
(7.1.4) follows from (7.1.3) (which is the case i = p”-r of (7.1.4)). It rherefore 
remains to prove (7.1.3). We have 
= p(;l-sl~h-l) .p-ca-r+l, . t, + (s -; + l)p-1 _p!ir~sl(h-l)p-is-;+li. 
If s > j > n - (n - s)lz, we have (S - j)#-l - (S - j + l)pi-r >, 3pi-1 
and (E - s)(iz - 1) - (s - j + 1) < j - 1 because s > II - 1 > II - (n/k). 
This proves (7.1.3) in this case. If s > n - (E - s)k 3 / > 0, then 
an j-l(tn) = 0 and (S - j)pj$W > (S - j + i)pj-r L 1. It remains to prove 
(7.1.3) in the case s = j. We have to prove that 
or equivalentlg 
as t = (fi - I)-~(JY-(~-~)‘~ - l), this follows from the fact that A I 
(p - l)-‘(pf - 1) 3 ($9 - l)y(’ + 1) 
if J> 1, and ir 2 2 and the fact that n - (R - s)h = n - 5ah + slz > 
PZ - fllz t (72 - 1)18 = n - 112 = r > 1 because s > n - I and r. = II2 + K, 
1 < I’ < tz. This concludes the proof of (6.46). 
Let a = anh-l , the coefficient of No h--I in (24.2). Let z E A, = d, = 
According to (64.5) and (5.5) we have 
Norm,l;13(zp;Uf;) G 3 ,z~(“-~)~n~l+~ . ~:;;:~a’ mod p~;~;(t~+l) (7.1.6) 
(the sign is + if p > 2, and (-l),,-, if p = 2). 
For k < s, it is Tr,!,-, which is the most important part of F--Norm,~,-, 
according to (6.4.6). We wish to applv (4.5) and shall therefore need to show 
- that for s 2 k > 72 - (B - s)h 
(Note that z-~~(~s-“) i p-(~-P)~,is(ts) = ~,,~~(t,) for s 3 k 3 11 - (~2 - s)k; 
furthermore, IE - (12 - s)?z > 1’ 3 1, and for K < n - (~2 - s)& ~-,‘!&t$ 
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contains no factors p so that we cannot apply (the second formula of) 
Lemma 4.5 for k < n - (n - s)h). 
If s 3 K > n - (n - s)k, there is a factor’p in p-(S-k)a,j,(t,) so that we 
can apply the second formula of Lemma 4.5. The result is that formula 
(7.1.7) holds modulo 
We must show that the valuation of this is larger than or equal to (~,,~-i(tJ. 
But vk-l(ps-fi+l) + p-(s-k+l) a,!,(t,) = a,lk-l(ts) so that it suffices to show 
that 
We have 
(7.1.8) 
z)p-l(pB-lp;t.l) > pk-’ - 1; a,&&) = (n - s)(h - 1) - (s - k + 1). 
(7.1.8) follows from this because (k - 1) - {(rz - s)(lz - 1) - (S - k + 1) = 
-nJz + sh + n 2 -nh + (n - I)h + n = n - Zh = r 3 1. This proves 
(7.1.7). 
Using (6.4.6), (7.1.6) (7.1.7), and (6.5) we now obtain, writing Z(S) for 
n - (n - s)h, 
Norm s,zcs,(~p~) E & z@J’h . u-s . ps-z(s) . ,& mod p;~~;‘dfs+l) (7.1.9) 
(because P-(~-~(~)) a,,s(t,) = p--s-n+nW-rh . p(n-sHh-l)fs = ts). Now 
t = pn-(n-s)k _ 1 P Z(S) _ 1 
s 
p-l p-1 . 
It follows from (4.2.1) that 
z’ l(s)-l(Trl(s,,l(s)-l(~~~~~)) = (Pz(s)-l - IMP - 1) + Pz(s)-l 
and (using induction) one finds 
(7.1.10) 
Combining this with (7.1.9) and (6.4.6) we find 
(7.1.11) 
where b is some elemnt of Z, of valuation a(b) = Z(S). Part (iii) of Proposi- 
tion 7.1 follows because V(U) = 0 and we can extract p-th roots in Z/(p). 
Q.E.D. 
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,lO) and use the 7.2, Proof of Theorem (6.1). Combine (7.ij and (5. 
Lemma 3.2 on filtered abelian groups 
COROSLARY 7.3 (of the proof of Theorem 6.1). Let L 6e an uu.ramij5ed 
algebraic extension of Qg; let 12, = X, L z&eve K,, is .m in Theorem 6.1. Tiwn 
Theorem 0. T a&o holds zuitk A’, replaced by L;, . 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let L be an unvamzjied algebraic extetzsiorz of 
~~_ - L ,~ - L. - L, - L be an extension such that there exists a finite um=am$ed 
estenkn K’ Gf L such that L, K’ = K’ . K*, . Then T’l zeo~enr 5.1 also holds 
zaith K, replaced b~q L,n . 
PyooJ Consider the commutative diagram 
The map KormK-,,;L, is surjective according to Proposition 3.1. The image of 
Korm - K,,‘,K’ is F&*(K) according to (7.3j. The same arguments as used to 
prove (3.1) in the unramified case show that Norm,, L(Fz$R’)j =F+@,j. 
QED. 
Let R, be as in Theorem 6.1. Fix an index i and consider the Cextension 
. . . -A’, - ... -K. 
1tl - Ki of ATi . It is not difficult to ‘check that Theorem 6.1 
is not true for this r-extension if i is large enough, even ifF is defined over Z, . 
8.2. Mope GexeraE T-Extensions 
Let R be a local field of characteristic 0 and residue characteristic p, and 
let K&Y be a totally ramified extension of galois group Gai(&/K) .z ZD . 
Let KE be the invariant field of p” Gal(KJK). Let F be a formal group of 
height h >, 2 over K. For each n we define 
yr: is the smallest natural number such that Kor~m,Jo(F(K.~jj CFYn(Kj? 
6, is the largest natural number such that FS(Rj C Sorm,l ,o(F(M,jj. 
Then one can prove the following. 
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If the residue field of K is algebraically closed then the differences 
6, - (hA ne 
(I2 - 1) 
la K 
and yn - ~ rae 
k 
K 
are bounded independently of n (cf. [3]). 
Remark 8.3. In the case considered in this paper, i.e., the situation 
F-Norm: F(K,) -F(K), where K = Q, , K, is the n-th level of the 
cydotomic r-extension of Q, and F is a formal group defined over Z, , the 
cokernel of F-Norm depends only on the height h of F and the extension 
K,JK. 
Now consider the following situation 
F-Norm: F(L) + F(K), 
where K is the quotient field of the ring of Witt-vectors, W(F,), over the 
finite field of CJ elements, F,; where F is defined over bV(F,) and L/K is a 
finite (galois) extension. In this situation one can conjecture that the cokernel 
of F-Norm depends only on the reduction F* over F, of F and the extension 
L/K. This is certainly the case if K = Z, because two formal groups over Z, 
with isomorphic reductions are isomorphic. Moreover, in the situation 
described above, one can show that the image of F-Norm is necessarily of the 
form Fi(K), i.e., a filtration subgroup of F(K). 
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